
JOINT EMPLOYER relationships have recently come under greater review by the Department of Labor as well
as the National Labor Relations Board. With a number of high-profile cases involving dining organizations 
currently under review, the industry faces increased scrutiny and COMPLIANCE RISK. In fact, research shows 
compliance risk may be even higher for dining franchisees.1 With the spotlight shining on the dining industry, 
business owners should be asking if they have the right human capital management tools in place to proactively 
manage compliance risk, engage employees — and help avoid spoiling an otherwise good meal for guests.  

Joint employment
creating compliance risk, spoiling a good meal?

$200 M    +

Make sure you’re not setting up your brand for low guest satisfaction scores. Proactively manage compliance 
risk with a single-platform HCM solution that works for all employees and has the tools that can help you:

Help your brand 
pass the taste test

Attract and retain quality employees   •   Deliver an exceptional guest experience

Gain repeat customers through brand loyalty

  Got questions about
joint employment?

The Department of Labor has answers.

Did you
know that
since 2009 …

recovered in back wages
in restaurant industry.2

34,000 + back-wage cases brought
against restaurants.3

1,300 +  instances of two or more wage
and hour investigations linked due to 

joint-employment classification.4

CREATE
best-fit schedules that account for 

business and compliance needs
employee time and wage calculations

to deliver the perfect paycheck

AUTOMATE

employee time, meals, and breaks to 
help meet compliance regulations

TRACK
an audit trail with robust reporting

ESTAB ISH
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HOW does your

brand benefit?

Visit Kronos.com/dining to learn how a single-platform HCM solution can
help you proactively manage compliance risk. 
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